
Keeping Our Community Connected and Providing Assistance with Issues that Matter to Us!

Carson Connected, Inc.
An Organization of Volunteers Devoted to Nurturing Our Communities!

TOP STORIES

Carson California USA Invites Oil Drilling and Fracking into South Bay
Carson city council votes to welcome oil drilling on the
Newport-Inglewood fault into our densely populated South Bay
Communities.  Among many other things, they voted to
allow oilrigs 750ft from our residential communities, oil
drilling directly under our homes and schools, and to make
the residents responsible to pay more than 4 billion dollars
to stop fracking. Read more ...

____________________

At What Cost to the Residents
Beverly Hills and Torrance, California both came up with
ordinances that allow NO NEW DRILLING at no cost to the city or
its residents for this ultimate protection. Hermosa Beach
residents only have to pay E & B Natural Resources their
investment to stop oil drilling.  The elected officials here in Carson
California have voted to make the residents responsible to pay

the oil interests their expected profits, which is more than 4 billion dollars (in North
Carson)just to stop fracking.  Read more ...

____________________

Inaccurate/fraudulent statements made to force extreme oil
drilling on the Newport-Inglewood fault

City Attorney Sanaz (Sunny) K. Soltani made the statement that
the loophole is not a loophole, it's a legal standard". 
In fact, it is a loophole, which makes the residents
responsible for the expected profits of the operator. 
Appointed Mayor Albert Robles and assistant city attorney
Shannon L. Chaffin's states there will be no drilling
operations/production in residential areas.  The truth of the
matter is they will be drilling directly under our homes.
Inaccurate/fraudulent statements also include "we have no water
injection for disposal"; California standard is the wastewater is to
be injected into the same formation/zone that is producing the oil
and water.  This activity is exactly what has caused
Oklahoma to go from 2 earthquakes a year to 857

magnitudes 3 or greater in 2015. If they presented clear and accurate information
this ordinance would never pass.
 Read more ...
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Thanks to Glen White for standing up for the residents of Carson!

IN THE NEWS

60 MINUTES - Oklahoma's Rise in Quakes Linked to Man-
Made Causes

If you missed 60 minutes regarding oil-drilling
earthquakes, you need to look at what the
people who hold elected positions in the City of
Carson voted to do to not just Carson but to the
South Bay.  One of these oil-drilling earthquakes
shook 14 states.  This report was emailed to city
council and staff before the 2nd reading of the
oil & Gas.  More on 60 Minutes Overtime

Recent E-mails Regarding Carson Earthquakes

South Bay 1 Week 5 Earthquakes All Originated in Carson

New Evidence Needed to Stop Oil Drilling Presented to City Council

3.4 Earthquake Hit Curtiss Middle School

____________________

Michael Moore on How Politicians Committed Hate Crimes on
Minorities

It's not like the water in Flint Michigan where the
contamination is controlled.  We do have a lot in
common with Flint in that our politicians have sold us
out! 

____________________

Fruits & Nuts Watered with Oil Drilling Waste Water

While we are on the subject of water, did you ever
imagine we would be using oil-drilling wastewater to
water our produce?  Farmers are watering our
grapes, pistachio, and Halos tangerines with
wastewater.  Yes, Halos which targets our children,
waters with oil drilling wastewater.  Just a
coincidence that the epidemic of autism hit after the
first crops went out to market?
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____________________

Is There Really an Autism Epidemic?
A closer look at the statistics suggests something more than a simple rise in
incidence.

If the statistic one in 166 has a familiar ring, perhaps that's
because you recently heard it on a television commercial or
read it in a magazine. According to widely publicized
estimates, one in 166 is now the proportion of children who
suffer from autism. This proportion is astonishingly high
compared with the figure of one in 2,500 that autism
researchers had accepted for decades. Across a mere 10-year
period--1993 to 2003--statistics from the U.S. Department of

Education revealed a 657 percent increase in the nationwide rate of autism.

 You don't want to miss our upcoming emails that will focus on 
the unethical and illegal activities that brought us to this point.

Sign up to receive our email updates, put us on your safe senders list,
and add us as a contact to insure you continue to receive this important information.

Sign up to receive FREE email updates.
Carson Connected started our work here in Carson in July 2010 almost 6 years ago.  

During this time, we've been providing information regarding issues that affect the health and well-being 
of our families and communities.  We have never received any complaints or requests to 

change or correct any information we have provided.  

We are proud to say it's because we work very hard to provide you with the facts.

We've made it easy for you to contribute in this fight against new drilling in Carson.

Carson Connected's Go Fund Me
100% of all contributions will go directly to fund the fight for 

No New Drilling in Populated Areas.

Carson Connected | lnoflin@carsoncaconnected.org | 310 496-7501 |
carsonCAconnected.org

 See what's happening on facebook:
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